No bigger than a postage stamp and priced at just $50, the tiny but mighty Intel Edison is comparable in power to an entry-level Windows 8 tablet. Makers love it for its versatility as a communications device, for its applications to wearable technology, and for its ability to connect with the world.

Running a Linux-based operating system and Arduino compatible, the Edison is Internet of Things-ready and wants to be the brains of your next project! Written by an Intel research scientist, this book introduces the Edison, explains its many possibilities, and lays out the foundation for a beginning Maker to start using it immediately.

With Make: Getting Started with Intel Edison, you’ll learn to:

» Use Computer Vision tools to recognize faces and objects
» Create your own MP3 player and audio recorder
» Recognize and decipher human speech—make your own Siri or Echo!
» Code in Python on the Edison
» Connect external devices with I2C and SPI
» Install additional software packages with opkg

This book introduces you to the wide world of possibilities that the tiny Edison contains. You’ll find complete installation instructions, an introduction to the Arduino-based programming environment, and a guide to getting started with Python programming on the Edison. You’ll also discover how to work with sensors, add Bluetooth to your project, and connect to the Internet with WiFi.
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Intel Edison is ... well, it’s hard to say. Intel Edison is so many different things. If someone told you about Edison 10 years ago, you would have thought that person was utterly insane.

At its core, Intel Edison is a very powerful and cheap little computer. Priced at around $50 USD, this dual-core Atom processor is comparable to an entry-level Windows 8 tablet. At only a small fraction of the cost, it contains all the software amenities of modern-day computing. The system contains 1 GB of memory and 4 GB of storage to handle heavy computational tasks and data logging.

Intel Edison is a communications device. It comes integrated with Bluetooth and WiFi capabilities and preinstalled software to run both.

Intel Edison is a hardware development platform. It contains an Intel Quark microcontroller that allows you to program and control connected devices and circuits. It’s also Arduino-compatible, meaning the vast majority of shields, code examples, and libraries that have been specifically designed for Arduino will work as is with Edison, too.

Finally, Intel Edison is an embedded device, designed for the Internet of Things (IoT) and wearable technology. Even though Intel Edison is a computer, communications device, and hardware development platform, it weighs only eight grams, is approximately the size of a postage stamp, and can run in low power modes.

While on the subject, it’s worth taking a moment to discuss what Edison is not. Although Edison is a standalone computer
running a full Linux operating system, it’s meant to be the brains of your connected and wearable devices—not a laptop or desktop in the traditional sense. For this reason, Edison does not interface with a display, keyboard, or mouse on its own; you connect to Edison through a host computer and load your software directly on the module. Edison is not a great choice if you’re looking to build a home media console or old-school arcade game (though both could still be done, with a lot of work), but it’s a great candidate for a personal assistant, smart watch, automated robot, smart-home controller, or basically any other electronic system you can imagine. What will you make?

---

**Total Cost**

The Edison module alone costs around $50, and if you add the accompanying components to complete every exercise in this book, the total cost is around $200. For a complete materials list, see Appendix A.

---

**What You Can Do with It**

As you can see, Intel Edison is a versatile platform that can be used for a great many applications:

*Learn about computers*

Edison is a great and inexpensive way to learn more about computers at the lowest level. With Edison, you can learn Linux, configure your operating system, learn about kernels and builds, and install and program drivers for your accessories. You can learn about WiFi and Bluetooth networking by programming Edison to be a dynamic wireless hotspot or Bluetooth beacon. Chapter 2 provides an introduction to Linux and the specific operating system (OS) on Edison. Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 touch on Bluetooth commands.

*Learn to program*

Edison is an amazing tool for learning to program; it comes preloaded with many different compilers and interpreters,
and installing more is a breeze. From Chapter 4 onward, this book focuses mainly on programming in Python, but Edison also supports Java, node.js, C, C++, and many more languages. Even Arduino programming is expanded with Edison. Standard Arduino programs consist of compiled C++ based on the avrlibc library, but Edison exposes the Arduino IDE to the full C++ standard programming environment. With these additional libraries, you can make system calls and tap into the power of Linux within your Arduino sketches, making Arduino for Edison a powerful tool. You’ll see how in Chapter 3.

Make
You can use Edison to program your electronics projects. Edison and its accompanying ecosystem support the same inputs and outputs (I/Os) as the Arduino Uno and integrate seamlessly with almost any existing Arduino project (more on this in Chapter 1 and Chapter 3). With its size, connectivity, and computing power, you can build elaborate and computationally heavy systems that interface directly with the web or store data on board. In Chapter 3, you’ll create a range of electronic circuits powered by Edison and program them using the Arduino IDE. Because programming electronics on Edison is not limited to the Arduino IDE, you recreate these same projects in Chapter 4 by programming them in Python. After that, you’ll interface some of these electronics with other computational tasks, leveraging the full power of Edison.

Go to market
Edison was created specifically to lower the barrier to entry for makers hoping to take their ideas and prototypes all the way to product. Edison interfaces with a variety of breakout boards (discussed in Chapter 1), allowing you to rapidly prototype on one while resting assured that your final design will work on another. In this way, you can develop and program without worrying about the final form factor; Edison will handle this for you.
What’s Been Done with It

Sometimes it’s hard to decide what to do with such an interesting new device, especially one with such a range of options. Although Edison has been, at the time of this writing, in production for under a year, a wealth of amazing projects have already been created and you can look to for inspiration:

- Intel’s project gallery
- Hackster’s gallery
- Intel’s Make It Wearable finalists
- Hackaday.io

Who This Book Is For

This book is an introductory tutorial for Intel Edison. It is meant to showcase the versatility of the product and therefore spans a wide range of topics, from Linux to hardware interfaces to Python programming. You don’t need experience in any of these topics to get started, just a little curiosity and a desire to build new things. The only thing you’ll need are some basic computer skills: the ability to move and manipulate files, search within your computer, and install software.

The aim of this book is to help you get started designing, building, and programming end-to-end systems with Edison. This book is in no way a comprehensive guide to systems engineering or computer science—there are many resources available should you want to delve deeper into either of those topics. Instead, this book is meant to inspire you, so that you can take your ideas and concepts very quickly to reality.

Conventions Used in This Book

The following typographical conventions are used in this book:

**Italic**

- Indicates new terms
- URLs
- Email addresses
- Filenames
- File extensions
Constant width
Used for program listings, as well as within paragraphs to refer to program elements such as variable or function names, databases, data types, environment variables, statements, and keywords.

Constant width bold
Shows commands or other text that should be typed literally by the user.

Constant width italic
Shows text that should be replaced with user-supplied values or by values determined by context.

This element signifies a tip, suggestion, or a general note.

This element indicates a warning or caution.

Using Code Examples
This book is here to help you get your job done. In general, you may use the code in this book in your programs and documentation. You do not need to contact us for permission unless you’re reproducing a significant portion of the code. For example, writing a program that uses several chunks of code from this book does not require permission. Selling or distributing a CD-ROM of examples from MAKE books does require permission. Answering a question by citing this book and quoting example code does not require permission. Incorporating a significant amount of example code from this book into your product’s documentation does require permission.

We appreciate, but do not require, attribution. An attribution usually includes the title, author, publisher, and ISBN. For example: Make: Getting Started with Intel Edison by Stephanie Moyer-man (Maker Media). Copyright 2016, 978-1-4571-8759-9.
If you feel your use of code examples falls outside fair use or the permission given here, feel free to contact us at bookpermissions@makermedia.com.

Safari® Books Online

Safari Books Online is an on-demand digital library that delivers expert content in both book and video form from the world’s leading authors in technology and business.

Technology professionals, software developers, web designers, and business and creative professionals use Safari Books Online as their primary resource for research, problem solving, learning, and certification training.

Safari Books Online offers a range of plans and pricing for enterprise, government, education, and individuals.

How to Contact Us

Please address comments and questions concerning this book to the publisher:

Make:
1160 Battery Street East, Suite 125
San Francisco, CA 94111
877-306-6253 (in the United States or Canada)
707-639-1355 (international or local)

Make: unites, inspires, informs, and entertains a growing community of resourceful people who undertake amazing projects in their backyards, basements, and garages. Make: celebrates your right to tweak, hack, and bend any technology to your will. The Make: audience continues to be a growing culture and community that believes in bettering ourselves, our environment, our educational system—our entire world. This is much more than an audience, it’s a worldwide movement that Make: is leading—we call it the Maker Movement.

For more information about Make:, visit us online:

Make: magazine: http://makezine.com/magazine
Maker Faire: http://makerfaire.com
Makezine.com: http://makezine.com
Maker Shed: http://makershed.com

We have a web page for this book, where we list errata, examples, and any additional information. You can access this page at: http://bit.ly/gsw-intel-edison.

To comment or ask technical questions about this book, send email to bookquestions@oreilly.com.
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1/Introduction to Edison

The Intel Edison is an ultra-small computing platform that will change the way you look at embedded electronics. It’s a powerful and adaptable piece of hardware that is compatible with a wide range of cutting-edge software solutions. Basically, Intel Edison is an entry-level Windows 8 tablet the size of a postage stamp that is sold for around $50 USD.

Intel Edison really shines for its small form and integrated wireless communications. For this reason, Edison is intended for embedded and connected devices. However, you’ll see throughout this book that Edison’s incredible computing power and flexible inputs and outputs enable a wide range of applications, from smart homes to self-driving robots to personal assistants.

So far we’ve been talking about the hardware inside the Intel Edison, but you’ll be working with the integrated Intel Edison
compute module. This module is shown in Figure 1-1 and can be accessed via a 70-pin connector on the bottom of the board (shown on the right side of Figure 1-1). While this connector is small and versatile, allowing developers to build custom boards that easily mate with the module, it is not meant for direct access. For this reason, a variety of breakout boards exist to help you get started. These boards break out the functionality of your Edison to a larger module that’s easier to access.

![Figure 1-1. The front and back of the Intel Edison compute module](image)

**Figure 1-1. The front and back of the Intel Edison compute module**

### Tour of Breakout Boards

If you’re reading this book, there’s a good chance that you’ve already purchased your Intel Edison compute module and an accompanying breakout board. While the compute module itself is standard, each breakout board is unique and will change the way you prototype and interface with Edison. For ease of use in this book, I’ll be using the _Arduino Breakout Board_. This board is an Arduino-compatible breakout for Edison. I’ll discuss what this means later in this chapter and a lot more in Chapter 3.

If you’ve not yet purchased this kit, then head over to one of the following retailers where you can buy your board. The cost is approximately $100 USD:

- **Maker Shed**

- **SparkFun**
  [https://www.sparkfun.com/products/13097](https://www.sparkfun.com/products/13097)
You might notice that the product pages all include an Intel Edison compute module with the Arduino breakout. Unfortunately, it is not possible to buy the breakout separately; the Arduino breakout always comes paired with an Edison. If you’ve already purchased a compute module or other breakout board, save it to later migrate your project to a smaller form factor. The Arduino board is the largest of the breakouts and is great for first-round prototypes.

The only other items necessary for getting started are two microUSB cables. Edison requires high-quality microUSB cables for powering the board; substandard cables (like the ones you often get for charging cell phones and other electronics) just won’t cut it, especially if you’re supplying power directly to the Edison via USB. MicroUSB cables can be found easily on Amazon or many other sites if you don’t have them already. Spend a few extra dollars for the good ones.

At the beginning of subsequent chapters, I’ll highlight any other hardware that’s necessary to follow along. The full parts list for the entire book can be found in Appendix A.

**The Arduino Breakout Board**

The Arduino breakout with important labeled components is shown in Figure 1-2.
Figure 1-2. Intel Edison Arduino Breakout Board with labeled components

These important components are:

1. Female 70-pin connector. This connector mates with the male 70-pin connector on the back of the Edison compute module.

2. Buttons. These integrated buttons allow you to mechanically reset or power cycle your Intel Edison or the Arduino breakout.

3. MicroSD slot. While Intel Edison does come with 4 GB of integrated storage, the SD card slot gives the flexibility of adding additional storage to the system.

4. Barrel jack for power. This provides one option for powering your Edison. The barrel jack is the standard interface for a wall adapter power supply, which can be purchased for a few dollars on Amazon or SparkFun. Any supply between 7V and 15V with 500 mA or more will do. Alternatively, a battery with a barrel jack connector will also work, so long as it’s in the same voltage range and can supply at least 500 mA continuously.

5. External USB port. Intel Edison has one full-size USB 2.0 port, selectable via the mechanical microswitch (labeled 6 in Figure 1-2). This port can be used to connect to peripheral devices.
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